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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

ChAITANO•GA TfNNVS9CE 3740t 

400 Chestnut Street Tower 11 

8,/APR 12 A&; April 9, 1964 
U.S. ue]lear Regula , Lsslon 
Rqion U 
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Rqeionl Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, W, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, ftegia 30303 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

ATTS3 MBR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - UC-OZI RUGION U IMSCTIOUM W 
50-390/83-51, 50-391/83-40 - ZMT D REXOM 0 VIOLATION 
(390,391/83-510,40-02) 

The mbJftt Inspection report oit4d TWA with two Severity Level IT Ylolatite 
(390,391/83-51,o0-01 and 390,391/83-51,40-02) In ordane with 10 ClR 
2.201. A reqxmn to the subjoct inspection report me subuLtted on Vu'ury 
14, 1964. ftolosed is our revised response to violation (390,391/83-1,10
02).  

If you have any questiona, pleas get in teomh vith R. H. seU at IJ 
858-2688.  

To the beat of o knowledge, I declare the statemnts contained mi an 

oaqplete am true.  

Very trul you, 

I IN'MI VA~LLT AU'I'OIU 

o (flosure): 
Mr. Rl1aar4 C. Detonag, OU btor 
Orttee ofI Zn e tos Imtunt 
0.S. swulew nealatory ('sdsto 
Valahngton, D.C. 2055 

Refords Center 
DMnltute or ace•ar Power Opeuratla 
1100 Wie TS Paukway, SuLte 1500 
Atlanta, 0e0rgla 3033M
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ENCLOSURE

W:k-rTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND ? 
NRC-OIE REGION II INSPECTION REPORT 

50-390/83-51 AND 50-391/83-40 
REVISED RESPONSE TO VIOLATION 

Severity Level IV - Violation 390/83-51-02 and 391/83-40-02 

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Crit.aria V and XI, as implemented by the approved 
Quality Assurance Program (TVA-TR75-1A, Revision 5) and the OQAM Part II, 
Section 4.1, for the preoperational test program, requires adherence to 
procedural measures established for documentation and evaluation of test 
results to assure that test requirements have been satisfied.  

Contrary to the above, on October 14, 1983, documented test results were 
inadequately evaluated by the Division of Engineering Design (EN DES) to 
assure that test requirements were met for test TVA-14E in that the 
evaluation did not: 

a. Identify that diesel generator (DM) prestart data recorded on data 
sheets 5.X.8.5/5.X.8.7 were incorrectly accepted as being within 
design 3pecifications when the data were not within design 
specifications.  

b. Identify that the test director failed to follow the preoperational 
test procedure when he signed procedural steps indicating that the DO 
jacket water and lubrication oil prestart temperatures recorded on 
data sheets 5.1.5.5, 5.2.5.5, 5.3.5.5, and 5.4I.5.5 were witt.n design 
specifications.  

c. Address why the low temperature alarm for DG jacket water and 
lubrication oil did not anmunciate in the control room or DO room 
due to the low temperatures.  

d. Address the possible inability of the jacket water imersion heaters 
to maintain the prestart temperatures above the minimumi specified.  

e. Identify that the jacket water and lubrication oil prestart minimum 
temperatures did not agree with those specified in FSAR Sections 
9.5.5 and 9.5.7.  

f. Address the inconsistOenCies in the data recorded on data sheets 

5.X.8.5/5.X.8.7 during the 24-hour heat run for DO 2B-B.  

Admission or Denial of the Alleged Violation

TVA admits the violation occurred as stated.



Reasons for the Violation 

TVA believes this violation to be limited to inadequate attention to the 

handling of testing documentation by a few engineers. Procedures, 

instru.1a..ADd training in the proper administrative processes have been 

provided to the individual testing and design test representative engineers 

as well as their supervisors. Our investigation of this situation indicates 

that there are generic implications which are limited to documentation. TVA 

wishes to provide the following clarification as our adm:.ssion for each item.  

Item 2a 

The violation in this area is admitted in that there is an absence of docu

mentation of criteria used to evaluate the data; however, not in the sense of 

review for technical adequacy and meeting the safe operational requirements.  

The testing and design engineers failed to document in the preoperational 

test 'ata package the latest vendor information for adjustment to the 

acceptable ranges of system operation.  

Item 2b 

The violation of this area is admitted in that the test representative failed 

to tell the test director that he had not annotated a deficiency on each of 

the appropriate pages for the prestart data. The prestart data recorded on 

data sheets 5.1.5.5, 5.2.5.5, 5.3.5.5, and 5.4.5.5 were for an earlier test 

record which was superseded by the 5.X.8.5/5.X.8.7 data sheets. The prestart 

data is mLw included in the 5.X.8.5/5.X.8.7 data sheets.  

Item 2c 

TVA does not anticipate the DG jAcket water and lubrication oil low 

temperature documented on data sheets 5.X.8.5/5.X.8.6 to annunciate an alarm 

as discussed by the violation. Although a simulated low-temperature 

environment respcns. is not required to be tested as part of test TVA-14E, 

the switchv r'-d alarms are calibrated before testing and were functionally 

checked iL the first part of test TVA-1IE. TVA, based on engineering 

judgment, is of the opinion that it is potentially deterimental to the diesel 

engine to bring this system to a temperature low enough to activate for 

testing purposes the low temperature alarm. The switches for the DO low

temperature alarms for the jacket water system are located near the heaters 

at the inlet to each diesel engine (TI-3 and TI-6). There is no lubrication 

oil temperature alarm switch. There are temperature indicators at this 

location (TI-3 and TI-6) as well as temperature indicators located on the 

auxiliary skid close to the heat exchangers (TI-2 and TI-5). The low

temperature alarm set point is 1000F ( !± 30). Figure 9.5-23 in the WBN 

FSAR will be revised to show the correct low temperature alarm set point.  

The plant records for the 1980 time period when the prestart data sheets 

(Nos. 5.1.5.5, 5.2.5.5, 5.3.5.5, and 5.11.5.5) were recoroad does not 

indicate whether an alarm sounded or not. This was not a required data iten 

to be recorded. Also it cannot be determined from plant records as to what 

the alarr, switch set point was during the 1980 testing, Because of the 

retesting in this part of the test at a later date, the 1980 prestart data 

sheet information was superseded by the data in the 5.X.8.5/5.X.9.5 data 

sheets.



- Item& 2d 

The violation of this area is admitted in -hat there is an absence of 

documentation of revised acceptable values within the test results package 

and the V interim approval of the test results. The test data did not 

adequately document whether or not the jacket water imnmersion heaters were 

able to maintain the prestart temperatures above the minimum specified.  

Item 2e 

The violation of this area is admitted in that there is an absence of 

documentation of revised acceptable values within the test results package 

and the EN DES interim approval of the test results. FSAR sections 9.1.5 and 

9.5.7 are being revised to show the correct prestart mininmum temperatures of 

the jacket water and lubrication oil.  

Item 2f 

TVA, in their initial test results review, did observe many inconsistencies 

in the data recorded on data sheets 5.X.8.5/5.X.8.7 for the 24-hour heat runs 

for the four DGs. The test representative hiving undocumented acceptable 

va.,,es did not consider these inconsistencies significant for reporting. EN 

DES .,nt comments to TVA's Division of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) on TVA-14E 

for the purpose of including new operating parameters which had been obtained 

from Power Systems. Some of the standby and operating conditions were not 

incorporated into the test instructions. EN DES used this new information in 

the initial review of the results package. Also in some cases where no 

minimum or mximum value is given by Power Systems, the minimum or maximum 

value in there data sheets was for record purposes only (e.g., as baseline 

data information). These inconsistencies are addressed in a revised test 

results package provided to NUC PR.  

Corrective Steps Which Have Becn Taken and the Results Achieved 

The EN DES TVA-14E test representative has been instructed to thoroughly 

review test results package again, address any problems where test results 

documentation is improper, and provide a supplemental amended interim 
approval to NUC PR. Reverification of the prestart temperatures is complete.  

Before this violation, TVA was analyzing the adequacy of the diesel engine 

cooling water keep-warm system in its entirety. This analysis together with 

the data obtained in preoperational test TVA-14E and its subsequent 
evaluation may result in now prestart temperature ranges. Subsequent testing 

is being accomplished using improved test equipment to verify the adequacy 

or inadequacy of the immersion heaters to maintain the minimu temperatures.  

Based on best available analytical information at this time, EN DES feels 
confident that the test data will prove the system is acceptable. TVA's 

evaluation of the test data will result in the FSAR and other applicable 

documents being revised as necessary. In the event the acceptance criteria 

is such that the test data does not meet acceptability, then retesting and 

reevaluation shall take place.



Based on the current evaluation of available data and information, as 

supplied by the vendor, some retesting is being accomplished. 
TVA's position 

will be reviewed following the aralysis as mentioned above and 
changes 

implemented if required.  

Corre6MvC3tCps Which Will be Taken to Avoid Further 
Violations 

EN DES has been provided with a list of WBN test 
results documentation 

problems a' a part of NUC PR's investigation of results 
packages before 

mid-1983. These concerns were reviewed by EN DES against the requirements of 

the test packages to identify any conditions 
similar to those discussed in 

this violation.  

The test representative and his ipervisor have been made aware of the 

necessity to follow prescribed EK DES procedures and test representative 

handhook guidance as well as the instructions 
provided during the October

November 1982 test representative training sessions. Also, other selected 

WBN preoperational tests are being r.viewed for problems similar to those 

identified in this violation.  

A memorandum was sent to all EN DES test representatives and their 

supervisors on February 15, 1984, noting inappropriate design review. The 

memorandum noted that both the site testing personnel as well as design 

review and approval of the testing documents did not follow issued procedures 

and instructions which resulted in inadequate documentation. Also, the 

memorandum addressed specific areas where the EN DES test section .ArMger 

feels increased emphasis should be addressed by all EN DES test 

representatives.  

EN DES preoperational test section personnel have made additional random spot 

checks of the EN DES test representative handling of testinp and documenta

tion for proper compliance to the issued procedures.  

Date When Full Compliance will be Achieved 

All corrective actions and action to prevent recurrence will be complete by 

May 14, 1984.




